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Vegetarianism

A true alternative to
mainstream music

Learn all about different types of
vegitarianism as well as how to
maintain proper nutrition at the SUB
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Core Forum poorly
attended by students
MIKE RADCIFFE

Staff Writer
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of the student body v ed
highest turnout is the past five year
The new officers-elect take office
after the March 9 isauguraiios.

Light turnout and limited student input
the Core Curriculum Forum presented by
ASUPS on Monday, Feb. 21.
Barely a dozen students showed up for the forum, a panel discussion by David Balaam and Bill
Haltom, Professors of Politics and Government, and
History Professor Theodore Taranovski. Perceiving
a lack of student awareness of pending changes to
the core, ASUPS sponsored the event to discuss the
elements of the new curriculum and its current state
of development.
The current core proposal includes eight core
classes with a possible foreign language overlay.
The core will include two freshmen seminars, one
on writing and rhetoric and the other on scholarly

and creative inquiry. These will be followed by five
requirements that approach learning through the humanistic, social scientific, natural scientific, mathematic and fine arts perspectives. A final 'connections' course designed to promote interdisciplinary
studies and explore the interrelationship of knowledge will cap off the core.
To satisfy the proposed core's foreign language
requirement, students would either need to pass a
proficiency test or take two semesters of the foreign language of their choice.
Monday's forum will be followed up by a student survey about the core to be presented at the
next faculty meeting. At that time, the faculty will
also vote on whether to send the proposed core as it
stands to the next stage of the process, where it will
be worked out logistically. The proposal currently
please see Cores, page 2

Dining Services struggles
with vanishing dishware
residence halls and other campus locations and not bringing them back. Davis
claims he has even seen students get in
Each semester a large number of bowls
their cars after leaving the Diner and
and plates leave the WSC Diner, never drive off with dishes.
to make the journey home again.
When asked how the cost of replacing
It's a tragic story, but more impor- dishware affects student room and board
tantly, it's an expensive problem confees, Director of Business Services John
fronting Dining and Conference Hickey denied that a special, separate fee
Services (DCS).
is added in each
According to
semester to cover
Director of DCS
these costs.
It's what I consider a pretty
Bruce Bechtle, his
"There never
severe issue, because we
department spent
has been such a
order a fairly substantial
approximately
thing," Hickey
amount of china to get us
$17,000 in Octosaid. However, he
ber to replenish the
added, "If each
through each semester.
Diner's stocks of
year we are spend—Bruce Bechtle
ceramic dishes.
ing a significant
Director of DCS
Yet two weeks
amount on the reago, a shortage of
placement of china
dishware forced
that never comes
DCS to order more replacements.
back, that has an effect on pushing room
"It's what I consider a pretty severe
and board fees up because it's a part of a
issue," Bechtle said, "because we order cost of business."
a fairly substantial amount of china to
Bechtle and Davis said that the steady
get us through each semester."
depletion of dishware also forces DCS
Where are all of these dishes going?
to use more paper plates during periods
It is perhaps a naive question. Bechtle of shortage.
and DCS Manager Steven Davis said stuThis has become a source of considdents are simply taking dishes to their
please see Plates, page 3
ROBERT MCCOOL

News Editor
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Civil rights lawyer Morris Dees claimed this was the question being battled
out in our country today. Dees, who has won major lawsuits against several
white supremacist groups, spoke to the campus community Thursday, Fri.
17. He described an "ill wind" ofhate blowing across the country and called
for the audience to embrace an ethic of tolerance to counter this trend.
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The Trail

Speaker recounts '94 Spring
Break gone horribly wrong
EMILY CARES

INTERNATIONAL
Blair shuts down government of N. Ireland
British Prime Minister Tony Blair shut down the
government of Northern Ireland over disagreements on how the Irish Republican Army should
disarm its arsenal of weapons. Blair kept the government shut despite demands from Gerry Adams,
the president of Sinn Fein, the political wing of
the Irish Republican Army, that it be restored.
Adams' demands were met by counter-demands
from Blair, Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahem, and
Ulster Unionist leader David Trimble that the IRA
first return to disarmament talks.
Wiranto removed from Indonesian cabinet
After a two-week verbal standoff, Indonesia's
President Abdurrahman Wahid removed Wiranto,
his most prominent general, from his cabinet pending the outcome of an investigation of his involvement in atrocities
in East Timor. Although the general went quietly,
accepting his suspension with a
smile and stating
his obedience to
civilian authority,
there are widespread fears of a
coup.

NATIONAL
McCain defeats Bush in Tuesday primaries
In both Michigan and Arizona, Republican
presidential candidate John McCain defeated Republican frontrunner George W. Bush. Though
Bush had scored multiple victories against
McCain in earlier primaries, his campaign was
not as successful in Michigan.
However, McCain was expected to win the vote
in Arizona, as he has served as an elected official
there for many years. Michigan's open primary
system turned out to carry McCain to victory, as
he was able to draw on many democratic voters
who crossed party lines for the primary.

Web fosters American relationships
Americans are forsaking face-to-face relationships in favor of Web surfmg and e-mail, according to a nationwide survey by the Institute for the
Quantitative
Study of Society. The survey
suggests that the
Web is also cutting into time
which was once
spent watching
tv and reading.
Internet defenders responded that the
Web-enabled
Study considers
people sepasecond universe
rated by time or
The universe is
space to stay in
expanding at an A Georgia man carries his dog through the
close contact
and gave new
increasing rate, devastation that was once his neighborhood.
independence to
and a force from
another universe may be the cause. Dr. Andreas
the aged and infirm. Still, said the study's princiAlbrecht, a cosmologist at the University of Cali- pal investigator, Stanford political scientiest
fornia in Davis, and his colleague, Constantinos Norman Nie, "When you spend your time on the
Skordis, have published a paper showing that an
Internet, you never hear a human voice and you
omnipresent energy named 'quintessence' could never get a hug."
inflate the known universe like a
balloon."Quintessence is a very ghostly thing,"
Schulz dies, along with 'Peanuts"
said a researcher.
Charles M. Schulz, the creator of the comic strip
"Peanuts," died this week, just hours before his
Voters reject Mugabe's new constitution
last comic ran. He was 77; the strip was 50. SpeakPresident Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe, who has ing about "Peanuts," Schulz once said, "This is
held office since 1980, was given a humiliating my excuse for existence." Schultz's strip detailed
vote of no confidence when voters rejected his the trials and tribulations of the main character,
proposed new constitution. With the economy in a
Charlie Brown.
shambles, urban citizens in particular, showed no
inclination to put their strength behind the man Tornadoes rip through Georgia
Residents of southwest Georgia awoke to the
many blame for soaring inflation, rising unemployment and a host of other ills. A new opposition sound of wind and snapping pines, and most had
party smells blood, and parliamentary elections in little chance to escape the deadliest tornadoes to
strike the state in more than 50 years. The twistApril promise to be interesting.
ers killed 18 people, injured more than 100 people
Iranian voters head to polls
and destroyed 258 houses, causing an estimated
The Iranian Parliament, long controlled by Is$20 million in property losses.
lamic conservatives, may be headed for a shakeup.
With most of the 31 million votes cast in the elec- Government shows healthy economy
The Federal Reserve and US Labor Department
tion counted, early results indicate that reformers
who have pledged to back popular president offered proof that the national economic expansion is continuing. The Fed reported that indusMohammad Khatami—and his goals of political
trial production rose one percent last month, nearly
and legal freedom—will have a significant presence in the new 290-seat parliament. Iran's youth twice as much as was expected.
The Labor Department reported that producer
and women are surmised to be a large factor in the
prices were unchanged for January, and actually
voting, as they were in president Khatami's 1997
fell if food and energy prices were excluded. Outelection campaign.
put was up and prices down, a good sign for economists. But Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan warned
that interest rates might have to rise to keep inflaAP,
Boston
Globe,
Christian
Science
Sources:
tion in check.
Monitor, New York Times, Reuters

Staff Writer
Using actual videotape footage of his
fatal night of drinking, visiting speaker
Mark Sterner lectured- students on the
dangers of drunk driving on Tuesday,
Feb. 15. His presentation, titled 'DUI: A
Powerful Lesson," described his personal
story of losing three friends in a drunk
driving accident.
Sterner used a videotape of his 1994
Spring Break to retell what happened
when he and his friends chose to drink
and drive. He explained that he was not
preaching about drunk driving, but only
recounting his experience so that students
could learn from it.
"You're all old enough to make your
own decisions," he told the audience.
The video began with footage of the
group of five young men taking shots in
a Sanibel, Florida condominium. Sterner
recalled how he and his friends had all
taken turns being the designated driver
during the week.
However, on the last night of their
break, the men decided that the person
who was "most sober" would drive.
Though intoxicated, Sterner was chosen
and the group set out for the bars.
The video then showed the speedometer reaching 100 mph and Sterner nearly
swerving off the road. After some foot-
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age of the men at the bars, the video then
cut to shots of the group's Lincoln Town
Car after the accident.
The authorities said that if everyone
had been wearing seatbelts, they would
have all survived. However, three passengers were killed and Sterner himself
was seriously injured.
While in the hospital, Sterner was informed of his arrest. He was released in
1996 following a two year sentence in a
Florida state prison.
Sterner, who does approximately fifty
presentations a year, said that the worst
part about giving the lecture is that he
never knows if anyone is listening.
He finished his talk on Tuesday with
a challenge to students.
"Life's all about choices, and because
of our choices, three of my best friends
are dead," he told them. "What kind of
choices are you going to make?"
Sophomore Jenn Riendeau said,
"[Sterner's] method of portraying such
a touching story made a really big impact on everyone."
The lecture was sponsored by
Panhellenic Council, Interfraternity
Council, Resident Student Association,
Student Development, ASUPS, Counseling Health and Wellness, Dean of Students' Office and Presidents' Office in
conjunction with Healthy Relationships
Week from Feb. I 4- 18.
continued from front page

limited student response seem call the
enjoys the support of nearly two-thirds
value of student input into question. Acaof the faculty.
ASUPS Senator-at-Large Erin Smith, demic Dean Terry Cooney described a
campus-wide core survey conducted alwho helped organize the student forum,
said that the new core development "is most a decade ago, in which students
supported numerous different and new
something that (ASUPS has) been concore programs,
stantly aware of."
signaling a comShe said that
mon
desire for
ASUPS has been
We're going to be lobbying
change.
making an effort to
the faculty with the student
He said that a
determine if "the
input. The faculty keeps in
forum and survey
students feel they
like the one prehave enough input
mind what the students
sented by ASUPS
from the faculty,
want.
"are very unlikely
which I don't think
—Chris Abbott,
to be useful for inthey have."
ASUPS Senator
put" because with
Smith believes
a small sample
that, at this point,
size, people will
many students do
always be able to ask whether or not the
not feel that the second freshman semisurvey results could be truly representanar is worthwhile and said that the faculty has not yet proven its necessity as a tive of student concerns.
The faculty must continue to address
core addition.
"In the coming stages, students need a number of questions as it considers a
to be able to voice their opinions to the new core curriculum. One main concern
is whether reducing the size of the core
faculty... and the survey is the best way
detracts from the meaning and value of
to get input," she said.
On-Campus Housing Senator Chris a liberal arts education as it has been
Abbott, who also helped plan the forum, defined at UPS.
A concise, solid statement from the
echoed Smith's thoughts, saying, "we're
going to be lobbying the faculty with the student body could still play a strong role
in the core debates. However, ASUPS
student input." He further emphasized the
need to ensure that "the faculty keeps in appears to have its work cut out for it as
it attempts to overcome the general lack
mind what the students want."
of student interest in the issue.
However, past survey experience and
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Rugby Club in search of
field for home matches

Washington spring teases students with sun

Dick Ulrich, Director of Intercollegiate Athletics, also explained that when
a large group of people play in a fairly
For many students passing through condensed space, the fields tend to be
South Quad in the middle of the after- damaged and need a chance to recover
noon, the sight of the rugby club prac- and recuperate.
"Rugby is very hard on the playing surticing on Todd Field is a common one.
The club is well into its spring season, face," he added.
This is evidenced by the torn and mudand both the men's and women's teams
died nature of Todd Field following
have winning records.
However, campus residents have yet rugby practices.
Ulrich suggested that the club explore
to witness a home rugby match this year
because the club has been denied access resources within the community to see
what types of fato university fields
cilities and refor competition.
sources might be
This has been a
The university already has
available
for them,
source of frustra23 intercollegiate sports, as
something which
tion for the club,
they have already
well as a number of intraand members exbeen
doing.
pressed their conmural sports, that compete
The club has
cern for the issue
for field space for practices
been using the
during the most reand games.
rugby facilities at
cent of the
Portland Ave.
president's FirePark, which is opside Dinners on
erated by the
Thursday, Feb. 17.
Tacoma
Rugby
Club.
Both President Pierce and Dean
However, rugby coach Martyn
Cooney said this was the first time that
Kingston said, "It's hard to recruit when
they had been asked about the issue.
playing only off-campus."
Cooney said that because the athletics
The club has only a six-week season
department reports to him, he would be
the one to see if accommodations could in the fall due to competition with other
sports, but manages a ten-week season
be made for the club.
in the spring.
A central issue is the heavy competiAlthough unable to make any promtion among varsity sports teams for acises,
Cooney said he was doing what he
cess to playing space. The university already has 23 intercollegiate sports, as could to help the team gain access to
well as a number of intramural sports, campus game fields.
"I'm trying to help because [the club]
that compete for field space for practices
is a nice bunch of people and they're
and games.
Due to the fact that Rugby is a club doing something that's entirely positive
sport, it does not have priority access to and productive from my point of view,"
he said.
game fields.
NICHOLE ASHWORTH

Assistant News Editor
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After a game of soccer, freshmen Shelley Gordon and Beth Taimi enjoy
the uncharacteristic sunshine and warm weather on Friday, Feb. 18.
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continued from front page

erable consternation among environmentally conscious students.
Earth Activists member Hannah Aoyagi believes a
better option would be for the university to reinstate
its dish collection service in the residence halls.
"I have heard from members of the recycling crew
that dirty dishes pile up in the residence halls, and
some of them take it upon themselves to return the
dishes," she wrote in an email. "However, there is no
system in place to return these dishes, and this seems
to be a contributing cause of the dish shortage."
Introduced in the late 1980s, the collection service
was jointly run by DCS and Facilities Services until
two years ago.
According to Davis, the program was eventually
discontinued because it had become increasingly less
cost-effective.
'We had people driving around in vehicles—pol-

luting the air—to round up the bins..." he
said."Some of the dishware was broken either
because of the way it was packed in the bins, or
in transit."
Every dish returned required a considerable investment of time and resources, Davis claimed.
Several other plans for solving the shortage of
dishware have been proposed. Bechtle said there
has been some interest expressed by the administration in providing dishes for on-campus houses.
This would remove some of the incentive for students to take dishes away, and he believes it is an
option worth looking into.
Farth Activists are also working on a plan to
provide a dish exchange for students this spring.
They intend to buy cheap dishes at thrift stores
and trade these with students who bring DCS
china back to the Diner.
OPEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS

FEBRUARY

15, 2000 -

FEB.

FEBRUARY

21, 2000

17

2:15 p.m. A student living in the Sigma Nu fraternity
house reported his Nomad mp3 Player was stolen from
his room. He believes it was stolen during a party at the
house.

FEB.

18

1:00 p.m. A faculty member reported $18.00 in cash missing from his wallet. He thinks it was taken while his belongings were stored inside a locker at the Fieldhouse.

FEB.

20

10:47 a.m. A faculty member alerted Security to a small
fire on the steps of the Music Building. Security Officers
discovered several toy soldiers that had been set on fire,
but there was no damage to university property.

"Finding Your Purpose," a lecture
by Bertice Berry, an award-winning
speaker, Doctor of Sociology, standup comedian, and host of "USA live"
will be presented on Friday, Feb. 25
at 8:00 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel.
Tickets are $2 with student ID.
The Third Annual Black History
Month Banquet will be held on
Monday, Feb. 28 at 6:00 p.m. in the
Rotunda. Stop by the Black History
Month table in the WSC to purchase
tickets—they will not be available at
the door.
A Linux Installation Festival will
be held on Saturday, Feb. 26 from
2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. in WSC 101.
Come to learn more about the Linux
operating system, or bring your computer if you would like it installed.
The Spring Employer Expo will
be held on March 1 and 2 from 11:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in Marshall Hall.

NEWS BRIEF
Access Programs benefits
from Class of 2000 Gift
The Class of 2000 has decided on a class give to give the university. They will
make a monetary donation to Access Programs to promote diversity at UPS.
In a two-part gift, they plan to contribute $2000 to a book program to students
involved in Access Programs, and another $1000 to a book scholarship for students in Access Programs who decide to attend UPS. Any remaining portion of
the gift will be sent to the Annual Fund.
Access Programs does a variety of activities in communitites in the Tacoma
and King County area.
Director of Access Programs Kim Bobby says, "We engage students from
grades seven to twelve in a series of programs-mentoring, tutoring, (and) we go
on career shadowing trips."
Director of Annual Giving Sean Vincent says there were about twelve active
members on the committee who felt that the donation should go to benefitting
the program.
Both Bobby and Vincent felt that the students made an excellent decision for
the future.
Bobby said, "It shows such an awareness on behalf of this class, to reach into
the future, and support the growth of the student body here."
Referring to the donations of previous classes, Vincent said that he was excited about the decision of the Class of 2000.
"It's really positive in my mind, in the last couple of years, the direction the
senior class gift has gone," he said. "The seniors have chosen to do something
that will benefit fellow students, or students that are coming here."
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STREET SYMPHONIES
OF SEATTLE

•

In a city renowned for its nontraditional flair,
local Street musicians provide its truly alternative style
(Left) Carlos
Guitarez
exhibits his
classical skills
on the guitar
outside a
Seattle
bookshop.
SHERRARD EWING

Staff Writer
I heard at some point that Beck was
a street musician, which made me
think about the ones who were out
there now. So I went to Pike Place
Market last Sunday with_my tape recorder and a borrowed digital camera
to fmd out more.
Some of the musicians I met performed in public by choice. Some
were there because they had no
choice. I saw countless performers
that day and interviewed seven. The
first and one of the most famous is
commonly known as the "Piano Guy."
Since 1986, Johnny Hahn has been
performing at the corner of Pike and
Pine. Anti-WTO articles are taped to
the sides of his compact piano. He
plays his own music, with the exception of the occasional Grateful Dead
tune. The music I heard was fast, with
complex chord patterns sprinkled with
satirical left-wing lyrics.
On street performing, Hahn said,

"It's a vehicle for free expression
that, shall we say, the conventional music industry otherwise
would pretty much restrict."
About a block away at the Seattle
Garden Center, I heard one of
Hahn's CDs playing as background music.
I then ran into a folk singer and
guitarist named Davy Axtell. He
was fmishing his act with "One
Toke Over the Line." A street musician of fifteen years, he's been
playing Pike Place Market since
July. When asked the benefits of street
musicianship, Axtell said, "Well, I get
to set my own hours."
He makes a good living doing what
he loves, and he learns from the reactions of his transient audience. The reactions of kids in particular, Axtell
explained, are the most rewarding.
"The kids teach me the most out
here. They've got no barriers," he said.
Axtell is also a flutist of the house
band at a restaurant called The Whistler in Florence, Oregon.

Peruvian folk singer Jasito Barrientos performs Andean
music on the siquo outside Starbucks.

•
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•

•
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The Apostles work the crowd outside Starbucks with their gospel harmony.
Across the street in front of the tory of the musical saw, how to play
Starbucks, I found Jasito Barrientos, it, and what type of saw to look for. If
a Peruvian folk singer. He played mu- you go to the market on the weekends,
sic from various South American you'll fmd him—he's hard to miss.
countries, such as Peru, Bolivia, EcI happened to be in Left Bank
uador, Argentina,
Books, looking
and Chile, most of it
through the anarchist
coming from Andes
magazines, when I
mountain regions.
heard a guy at the
He's been playing
counter asking the
for about four years
clerks if it was all
with a small Peruright to set up outside
vian guitar called the
the shop. They said
charango and a
"sure," and he
small pan flute
seemed amazed. Afcalled the siquo.
ter he played some
Barfientos does Reggie Miles shows off his
amazing Spanish
street performances talents on the musical saw. classical guitar, he
on most weekends
told me that his name
and holidays.
was Carlos Guitarez.
After you hear Jasito, you can move
He then recounted his story of leavon to listen to the Apostles every Sun- ing his wife in Houston
day afternoon, always performing in and heading off to Sefront of Starbucks. One of the most attle to play on the
lively groups of street musicians, they streets for hotel money.
perform gospel worthy of any
I only wish that I had
audience's time.
the chance to talk to
One of the most memorable char- more of the musicians;
acters I ran into was Reggie Miles, it is an experience I recwho plays the musical saw. Simply ommend to anyone. It's
using a 30" saw played with a bass one thing to dismiss
bow, Miles is able to play traditional them, another to tip
songs and show tunes on request. One them, but try starting
of the friendliest people I met at the small talk and you'll remarket, Miles will treat you like a alize there are lives befriend, whether you tip him or not. He ing lived which you
gave me lots of information on the his- could never imagine.

All photos
taken by
Sherrard
Ewing.

(Below)
Johnny
Hahn, better
known as
`Piano Guy,'
concentrates
on his
improvisation
in Pike Place
Market. .
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Local music stores offer distinct Tacoma flavor
autographed, and
other rare CDs, and
has sales and disAll you music connoisseurs might want to
counts to back them
think twice before you spend all of your CD
up. The personal
money on the Internet—the City of Destiny
touches are key; on
has a much wider variety of CD stores than
the last alphabet diyou might realize. Whether you're looking for
viders are written
the latest from this week's heartthrob, or you're
such phrases as, "W:
searching for that hard-to-fmd indie release,
We're Where It's At"
you just might be in luck at one of the handful
and "Z: It's All Over,
of stores Tacoma has to offer.
Folks." One of the
My daring quest was to look for a variety
most pleasant surof CDs at each different location, and come
prises about
up with some idea of each of the places by its
Buzzard's is the averselection, prices and general feel. Hopefully
age price of a CD–
you'll fmd some of these hometown landmarks
around $10. Bottom
worth a closer look.
line: Buzzard's is evBorders Books, Music and Cafe (2508 S.
erything you'd want
38th)—It's hard to beat Borders, especially if
in a local music
you're not put off by chain stores. Convestore—lively atmo- Mother Records adds a Tacoma atmosphere to your
niently located next to 1-5 and the social hub
sphere, great selec- next CD buying trip, especially for metal or in die.
of the Tacoma Mall, it's also hard to miss (Iltst
tion, and a true sense
don't make the mistake of trying to cross the
of Tacoma. It's certainly worth the trip.
indie and local music. It has a good selection
myriad lanes of traffic and you'll be fine). The
Rating: 49004f
of LPs and rare genres, like lounge and ska.
CD section of the building is attractively wellMother Records (602 S. Fawcett)—Also Nothing Major is a pretty good place to look
lit and wood-grained, and laid out with plenty
located downtown, next to the Grand Cinema, for a hard-to-find CD, and notable for the acof space. Some of Borders' best features are
Mother Records is a somewhat less inspiring tively independent atmosphere. It's located
its first-rate listening stations, with commenchoice for local flavor: It's more of a specialty next to scenic Stadium High and a great view
tary on the latest releases, and a kiosk at which
store for indie, punk, metal and industrial fans,
of Commencement Bay, which lends it plenty
the employees are happy to let you listen to
and in that respect it doesn't compare to the
of Tacoma character. Bottom line: A Tacoma
any CD you want before you buy it. It's saved
selection of Borders or Buzzard's. That said,
original and a fairly good place for rare or speme from impulse buying many times.
Mother also has a distinct Tacoma vibe and a cialty CDs. Rating: 400*
good view of Rainier to remind you
The Wherehouse (2330 S. 37th)—The
!row liar Your Dollar does in the Store$
where you are. It's a cozy place, and has Wherehouse has everything you'd expect from
a decent LP and 7" selection on top of a chain, from the impersonal neon decor and
BORDERS
BUTIARD'S DISCS MOTHER RECORDS DOTHMG MAJOR THE WHEREHOUSE
the CDs. The store does special orders, high, standard prices to the comfortable, faRECORDS
and
means to outdo the chain stores with miliar, Top 10-oriented atmosphere. There's
SMASH MRRT I I,
$12.99'
$9.99
$15.99
$11.99
—
its
focus,
but expect to pay a good deal
easy access to the latest hits (look for the huge
brio Lot NI
more. Bottom line: Mother Records truly
Top Ten list on the wall), and the good selecspecializes in its selection, which could
tion you'd expect from a chain store. The
WRATH But,
—
—
—
$9.99
$11.99
Wherehouse
is notable for its great used CD
either
attract
or
alienate
you.
It
has
an
THE Miss TRAM M..
independent, hometown atmosphere, and selection, which is above and beyond the other
it is the kind of place where you'd fmd options in town. Its listening stations are set
SKINNY PIPP
—
$16.99
$15.99
—
$11.99
An Am
something unexpected instead of going up well also. Again, shopping in the
just to pick up the latest radio favorite. Wherehouse, you might as well be in any other
BARE MATTNE WS BANC
Rating: ***
city, and the traffic can be a real frustration
$11.99'
$21.99
—
—
$22.99
LISTENER IIIIRTER
Nothing Major Records (111
(it's on the opposite corner from Borders,
Tacoma Ave. N.)–Nothing Major does, which means you could be waiting at a stopBEETHOVEN,
hom
FROM
FROM
in fact, live up to its name. I found none light or crosswalk a good long while). How_
SYMPHONY #3, "home
$4.99
$3.99
—
$12.99
of my five set choices there, which ever, the selection and ease of the Wherehouse
are its pros. Bottom line: It can be impersonal
doesn't mean that the store is without its
BRITNEY SPE, Rs
and expensive, but the mainstream selection
own unique selection. Again, like a true
$13.99'
$12.99
—
$11.99
—BART 0 E MORE TIME
independent shop, Nothing Major spe- (especially used) can make a visit worthwhile.
RACED ON VISIT 2/1 R/00 * MIMPATRS CAT .R PRI E
cializes in rare and limited edition CDs,
Rating: 1f4-1(
MIKE TIEMANN

Assistant A&E Editor

•
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The selection at Borders ranges from admirable (rock and country) to sensational (jazz
and classical). It's geared toward the bookstore
crowd, so these two genres are the store's true
trump card. One of the CDs on my list was
Beethoven's 3rd Symphony, and I found no
less than fourteen different versions, not to
mention the "Complete Symphonies" collections. The prices are competitive for chain
stores, and plenty of recent CDs are inevitably on sale.
The bottom line on Borders? If you're looking for the unparalleled selection in Tacoma,
especially in jazz and classical, and a comfortable setting, it's the place to go. However,
there's not much indication that you're in
Tacoma. Shopping in Borders, you could be
anywhere in the country. It really depends on
your own preference. Rating: *At*** (out
of 5 stars)
Buzzard's Discs (1916 S. Jefferson)—One
of Tacoma's true originals, this independent
store is a refreshing surprise. Buzzard's is located downtown, by the Swiss and Rock Pasta,
and one of its most endearing qualities is the
hometown feel. You'll get a fine view of the
slopes of Tahoma (although, to be fair, any of
these five can make that claim). The decor of
the store is unique, but not distracting. The
selection at Buzzard's is phenomenal, especially for such a relatively small place. Every
genre of music is more than well represented.
The store specializes in local, out of print,

'WCW Mayhem' ready to rumble both in, out of ring
T. CARL

KwoH

Staff Writer
One of the latest crazes in console gaming
is wrestling games. Yes, you too can now duke
it out one-on-one at home with your favorite
WCW wrestlers. In "WCW Mayhem," sports
game king Electronic Arts brings its awesome
power to the wrestling genre, and does a stupendous job. This title is incredibly well done,
bringing the greatest aspects of the TV events
to the video game.
There are over fifty
ty
to choose
from, representing all
of the divisions of
WCW. This is a huge number, and the sheer
number of wrestlers serves to indicate just how
much fun this game is.
All of the well-known wrestlers are here,
as well as any you want to create yourself. We

Qame
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all know what fun it is creating your own wrestlers and kicking butt with them.
The other great aspect of this game is that
there are very few rules in this particular variation, and most of them get broken. This is definitely a no-holds-barred sort of fight from beginning to end, complete with folding chairs
and random entrances of other wrestlers from
backstage. Not only
that, but if you throw
your opponent out of
the ring, there is no
need to wait for him to
climb back in. Just get
out of the ring and
smack him around
some more out there.
Or, if the feeling suits
you, chase him backstage. Yes, you heard
me correctly: you can

go backstage to continue the fight. And, of
course, there are even more handy-dandy
weapons backstage to play with. Of course,
this always happens on TV, but I think this is
the first time I've seen it implemented in a
video game.
Another great part of this game is the camera. There is no single fixed view in this game.
Instead, the camera moves
around, much like on TV. It
moves to capture the best
view of the action, and
when a special signature
move is done the camera rotates around the action.
It sort of reminds me of
"The Matrix," except
Keanu Reeves would be replaced with Goldberg and
the Agent replaced with
Sting. Now there's a movie!

If you like wrestling games, make sure you
pick up this title. You will be blown away by
just how much stuff there is here. `WCW Mayhem" captures the outrageous feeling pro wrestling is famous for on TV like no other wrestling game out there. Even more than that, this
is the best kind of wrestling—anything goes!
Now, if you will excuse me, I have to go
win a bout against Diamond Dallas Page.

Garner's Info

•
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Tommy Lee, friends catch pointless rap-metal wave
JOSH EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
Here are the secrets for a successful album,
as demonstrated by Methods of Mayhem in
their debut album of the same name:
Write three seconds of inept, tasteless music, and add some "rapping." Occasionally, if
you feel adventurous, add a slight variation.
Write line after line of meaningless, occasionally offensive lyrics, most of them using incompetent non-rhymes.
Rinse and repeat.
Oh, and don't forget the essential rule number four: invite a bunch of big-name stars to
contribute to your inadequate efforts. Voila—
you've got an album.
Methods of Mayhem (MOM)
is led by the infamous Tommy
Lee, who produced the album
with Scott Humphrey and who
does vocals with Tilo, and an
army of guitarists and bassists.
Indeed, this large slew of artists contributes
to the nail in this album's coffm. In spite of
the guest artists, the baffling liner artwork, and
the accessible musical material, this albumhas,
in fact, no personality at all. It's a lot of yelling, some almost imperceptibly clever lyrics,
some almost passable music, and all of it painfully and impersonally bland.
I admit, the first track, "Who the Hell
Cares," was almost decent, almost catchy, and
almost pleasant to listen to—despite a mindnumbing solo by Snoop Dogg (who, in a moment of brilliant inspiration, raps, "Slidin' to

THE CELLAR

a whole different beat on the street, bang-bang
chitty chitty. I'm a crazy from the mad Long
Beach City!"). But that praise comes only with
the expectation that things will get better. They
just get worse and worse.
Take
for example, with its
thrashing, monotonous guitar and drum riffs.
Why write this song at all, if you're not going
to do anything interesting with it? I'm sure
that, in the midst of assembling their multitude of side artists, they could have spent at
least some time trying to be creative. But, no.
I suppose that would detract from what almost
borders on indifference—a feeling that permeates every track.
And the slew of guests that MOM amasses
makes the other tracks even more noticeably
poor. "Anger Management," just
like the track before it, simply has
nothing of interest. Even if you
eview follow the suggestion printed in
bold, black letters on the CD itself ("This CD is nothing but worthless plastic unless played loud as..." et cetera), you'll
end up with boring music that happens to be
loud, as well.
In spite of what one might hope, this boring
music isn't covered up by purposeful lyrics.
The fourth track, "Get Naked," features the
brilliant stanza, "In the Methods of Mayhem
we trust! It's a must! So rip off yer clothes
and expose yer busts!" Wonderful words, eh?
And, in fact, the song includes some background vocal lyrics that I couldn't repeat here
if I wanted to (and, fortunately, I don't). But
is the music the least bit sexy? Not even re-

motely. Anyone aroused by this dreck needs
to be hosed down anyway.
Unfortunately, a respectable musician,
George Clinton, somehow got mixed up with
this crew. Lil' Kim, Fred Durst, and Mix Master Mike also make their appearances here.
I'm not sure what the incoherent fifth track,
"New Skin," is trying to accomplish. It strays
from an angst-filled Nine Inch Nails imitation,
performed by good ol'
Tommy Lee, to a
poppy, cliched
chorus, to one
of the most
appallingly
stupid performances
ever—by the
inimitable Kid
Rock—then back
to the chorus.
And so it goes on. And on.
And on.
If it weren't for the awesome lyrics, I don't
know what I'd do: "Seethe Kid Rock bumpin'
up and down your block, with no cares, long
hair, swingin' middle fingers in the air." Wow.
But never fear—at least the sixth song is
entitled "Proposition F*** You." The track is
almost cute, but somehow MOM makes a three
minute song out of, maybe, eight seconds of
actual material.
"Crash" vacillates between an obnoxious
electronic pulse and a tedious guitar line. It's
amazing just how long these three-minute ditties seem to drag on. Perhaps if the music had

any substance or charm, they would seem a
little less tedious.
The eighth track, "Metamorphosis," is almost pop-like. It's much more mainstream,
but—as much as I hate to say this—also more
tolerable than the rest of the album. What does
this mean? As artistically reprehenible as
"selling out" maybe, it's much easier to avoid
the mainstream well when you've got something to say. Perhaps MOM should
just hold off altogether until they find a way to be
original and skillful.
The rest of the
tracks, briefly, are
"Narcotic," a nauseatingly annoying, repetitive, and
inexplicably long
song made only barely
sufferable by an infectious beat; the execrable "Mr.
Onsomeothers***s," starring U-God from
Wu:tang; and "Spun," one of two tracks featuring Scott Kirkland—who, if nothing else,
brings a catchy beat to the otherwise nonsensical final track. The album finally ends, on
this tune, with a painful electronic squeal. Buy
this album, and the same noise may well exit
your throat.
At one point, while listening to "Methods
of Mayhem," I said to a friend in the room,
"Imagine—I'm going to listen to this whole
album!" I think I successfully obtained his
sympathy, but please, don't let my suffering
be for naught.
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Campus Films
Presents:

PILL
UPS Opera Theatre presents
'Riders to the P.41 .
and "La Divine'
Feb. 26, 7:20 p.m.
Concert 1-1411
10.50 general, 56.50 student

CELLAR

Faculty Trumpet Recital
Judson Scott
Feb. 27, 2:00 p.m.
Concert Hall
general, free wi UPS I.D.

Redeem this
Coupon to
Get a Slice of
Pizza and a Pop
from 11:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m.
weekdays for
just $1.50!
PSST! HEY YOU!
Heard of any A&E events? Let
us know! Leave a message at
X3197 or email kerickson@ups.odu.

Friday & Saturday
7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Sunday
6:00 p.m. & 8:30 p.m.

Ricky Skaggs with Kentucky Thunder
Wintergrass Festival
Feb. 24-, 6:00 p.m.
PiIntsga Theater
t1S-029
Tacoma Actors Guild presents
'The Tempest'
TOR. ; Thurs., Sun., 7:00 p.m.
Wed., Fri., Sat., 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Theatracin the Square
siludent discount
2 2.E04

Honors rum Series presents
'The Man Who Knew Too Much'
March 1, 7:00 p.m.
WSC 002
Pee

Black Student Union presents
'A Step Through Time'

•

•

First Annual Black History Theme Dance
Feb. 26, 8:20 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Rotunda,41 5 person, q?' couple in advance
01412 at the door

Asia Pacific Cultural Center presents

Second Annual Asia Pacific
Year Celebration
Feb. 26, 12:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Tacoma Dome Exhibit Hal l
Free
MAW

Choral Arts 4:.thwestipresents
'A Rati':10::#00,
reb. 2P,. :.'Z'OONthPLU .L,age#10:1 Concert Hall
440444t.
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'As You Like It' aims for ageless Shakespeare
her name in the trees and leaving her love notes
about the forest. She then finds him and talks
with him as Ganymede, offering to let him get
What do you get when you mix an abiding his feelings of love off his chest as a faithful
Shakespearean comedy, Elizabethan and modfriend. Ganymede also attempts to match up
em popular song, dance, and two colorful sets?
Phebe and Silvius, but Phebe instead falls in
The UPS Drama Department's production of love with Ganymede. Adding to the mob of
"As You Like It." Even if you're not the biglovers is Touchstone and his country sweetgest fan of Shakespeare, this play promises to heart, Audrey.
turn your head.
What follows is a resolution in true
"As You Like It" is a typical Elizabethan Shakespearean tradition, complete with
comedy, complete with disguises, trickery and reunitings, unveilings, apologies and more
love. Duke Frederick has usurped his elder
than a few weddings.
brother Duke Senior's throne and exiled him
Director John Rindo and Assistant Director
and his company to the forest of Arden.
and UPS senior Sarah Moon have been reSenior's daughter, Rosalind, stays behind at searching the play since last May.
court. Orlando and
"We wanted to unOliver de Boys, two
derstand the various
brothers who cannot
cultural, historical and
get along, are also at
socioeconomic influWe wanted the play's focus to
court and Orlando
ences on prior stagbe on how foolish people are
wins Rosalind's love
ings of the play...then
before he, too, is
we had a basis for our
when they are in love. Then
forced to flee to
own production, and
you have the capacity for lots
Arden, pursued by
were able to make it
his angry brother.
unique, since this is
of fun and silliness, but you
Duke Frederick
one of the most frethen decides to banalso have the capacity for
quently performed of
ish Rosalind to Arden
Shakespeare's comreally deep, true feelings.
as well, and she opts
edies. We wanted... to
to bring Celia, her
—Sarah Moon, Assistant Director express what we saw
best friend and
as the inner vision of
Frederick's daughter,
the play," Rindo exalong with her.
plained. Interpreting
To test Orlando's love for her, Rosalind de- the play for the modern audience was key.
cides to disguise herself as a boy and names
Rindo and Moon decided to move away
herself Ganymede, and Celia masquerades as
from the more psychological, dark interpretaGanymede's sister, Aliena. Touchstone the tions of the play.
clown joins them on the journey to Arden.
"It seemed to be to the detriment of the overOrlando joins Duke Senior's men in the for- all play," Moon said."The show is about testest while Rosalind sets out to lead a shepherd's ing true love... Rosalind is wanting to test her
life, until she finds Orlando has been carving true love's love for her. We wanted the focus
KRISTINE ERICSSON

A&E Editor
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to be on how foolish
people are when they
are in love. Then you
have the capacity for
lots of fun and silliness, but you also
have the capacity for
really deep, true feelings."
Filling out the
changes to the play
were some cuts made
to the script. "We basically cut a lot of obscure Elizabethan
references," Rindo
explained. "That's
not an unusual practice in most contemporary Shakespeare
(L-R) Megan Parker, Kirsten Lloyd, Katie Brandt,
performances."
Scott Miller, Eric Ankrim, and Patrick Karjala
"We also rearranged the script a
carouse in the forest ofArden in "As You Like It."
bit," Moon added.
"We wanted a strong contrast between Arden the show seems to scream... for that kind of
and the court... so we moved all the court
celebration that you can only have through
scenes to the beginning of the play, and then
song and dance," Rindo explained.
we go to Arden for the rest of the play."
The music consists not only of English and
This was done both because of the differCeltic folk songs, but also the Beatles' "When
ence between the civilized mood of the court I'm 64," danced to in Arden.
and the idyllic setting of Arden, and also be"It adds a lot of humor, and it makes Arden
cause it would be practically impossible to even more fantastical; it exists outside a speflash between court and Arden on the stage in cific time period," Moon explained.
any small amount of time.
With whimsical sets, song and spirit, the
Inspired by Trevor Nunn's Royal UPS production of "As You Like It" promises
Shakespeare Company production of "As You to be just that.
"As You Like It" will be performed at the
Like It," Rindo and Moon have added songs
and dancing to the script in addition to the Norton Clapp Theatre on Feb. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
places where it already existed. Senior Tralen and Feb. 26 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., March
2 and 3 at 7:30 p.m., and March 4 at 2:00 p.m.
Doler choreographed the dance sequences.
and 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $10.50 for general
"Other songs from other productions... have
also been interpolated into the show, because admission and $6.50 for students.
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THE POLICE CORPS

THE POLICE CORPS

THE POLICE CORPS

a7

THE POLICE CORPS

A-11111

THE WFISHINT011 POLICE CORPS promises qualified applicants a tremendous
opportunity to enter the law enforcement profession,
while prouiding outstanding financial incentiues.
Receiue full salary of your employing agency while receiuing up to
30,000 dollars in reimbursement for preuiously incurred college expenses.
Requirements: fl Bachelors Degree or earning
a Bachelors Degree by Spring 2000
for Inquiries and Application requests contact:

•

Sergeant Dauid Muchado of the Basic Law Enforcement ficademy
Phone: (206) 439-3740 ext. 307

Email: dmachado@cjtc.state.wa.us

•
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Mind your peas and carrots when it conies to...
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NO-MEAT DIETS &AIN POPULARITY, VARIETY
According to the Vegetarian Society
in the United Kingdom, most people who
choose to become vegetarian do so in
response to ways in which animals are
raised and slaughtered for food. "It's a
highly personal and individual decision to
make," the organization notes. Health
reasons and concerns about the world's
food supply as other reasons people choose
to become vegetarian.
The umbrella term "vegetarian"
generally refers to one who restrains from
eating meat, poultry, and fish. However,
under the label "vegetarian" one can also
fit into other categories depending on how
extensively the diet is limited.
The ovolacto-vegetarian is the most
commonly followed vegetarian diet.
Ovolacto-vegetarians will eat both dairy
and egg products, but do not eat foods that
contain animal products.
The lacto-vegetarian is similar to the
ovolacto-vegetarian, however lactovegetarians will not eat eggs. This includes
eggs as a meal item (such as scrambled
eggs) in addition to products which contain
eggs (such as cakes, brownies, and certain

types of breads).
Ovo-vegetarians do not consume dairy
products (such as milk, cheese, or butter).
Ovo-vegetarians, however, will consume
eggs. Ovo-vegetarians are uncommon.
Vegans avoid eating any food item

GG
It's no sacrifice to give up meat
when there are so many delicious
recipes and so many tasty foods to
experiment with.
- The Vegetarian Society

77
which contains any form of animal byproduct. This includes eggs, dairy products,
and foods that may contain by-products
such as animal fats (shortening) or gelatin
(Jell-O). Veganism in general is becoming
much more common, and many vegetarians
"evolve" to embrace veganism.
An extension of veganism called
fruitarianism has recently emerged. This
diet is the same as that of a vegan, however

Vectarian Food Plan
Vegetarians, like non-vegetarians, should adhere to nutritional guidelines in order
to maintain a well-balanced diet, like the well-known food pyramid, this chart
suggests the daily recommended servings of the "vegetarian food groups."

Fruits/Vegetables

4-5 servings

cYr),
kYoei

Cafe Flora
2901 E. Madison St., Seattle
206-325-9100

0% c,

Beans/Nuts/Seeds

Cheese/Milk/Eggs

011

Oils/Butter

3-4 servings

2-3 servings

2 servings

1 small
serving

More information is available on the Vegatarian
Society's web site at http://www.vegsoc.org .

The following local restaurants feature special vegetarian (and often
times vegan)-friendly foods. Most restaurants offer some form of
vegetarian dishes, and if not denoted on the menu, servers may be able
to make special orders by excluding meat or including meat alternatives.
These restaurants, however, specifically cater toward vegetarian diets.

06/_

Cereals/Grains/Potatoes

frutarians consume a smaller amount of
processed and cooked foods. A fruitarian's
diet mainly consists of raw fruit, grains,
and nuts.
The Vegetarian Society maintains that
being a vegetarian is not extremely
difficult, "It's easy to cook and you're
probably already eating many vegetarian
meals... It's no sacrifice to give up meat
when there are so many delicious recipes
and so many tasty foods to experiment
with," their website states.
When becoming vegetarian, groups
often recommend taking things slowly.
First focus on meals where removing meat
is easy, such a s a salad or spaghetti. Then
work on foods in which meat may be more
familiar and try making vegetable
substitutions. For example, hamburgers
can be substituted with vegetable-based
or soy-based patties.
However, as one should always do when
changing a diet, a new vegetarian should
take note of possible nutritional
deficiencies due to the absence of meat.

East West Cafe
5319 Tacoma Mall Blvd., Tacoma
253-475-7755

•
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Gateway to India
2603 6th Ave., Tacoma
253-552-5022
Tatanka Takeout
17722 Vashon Hwy. SW, Vashon
206-463-6708
Zoopa
1901 5 72nd St., Tacoma
253-472-0900

•
•
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For the most part, being a vegetarian and eating at the SUB is not a difficult task. Each line has a
vegetarian alternative most of the time. Additionally, there is a special vegan line which specializes in
vegetarian foods. However, as freshman Teri Eastlund (a vegan) noted, "Sometimes they don't know the
ingre.dients so you can't always be 100 percent sure whether the food is vegan-friendly or not They
should have something that shows the ingredients so you can know for sure." The following ideas do not
comprehensively outline vegetarian meals at the SUB. Part of the fun of a vegetarian diet is being
creative when experimenting with different foods and food combinations.

•

,
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PIZZA LINE.
cheese or vegetable pizza
vegetable,calzane.::
PASTA LINE:
pasta with any of the non-me
sauces
tv't-EXICAN LIN-E
- bean burrito
taco salad without hamburger
So Cabur ger (a soy-based
alterOti*Yilbow available
tacos, nachos',:.:etc.

•

•
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PACIFIC RIM LINE,
tofu and vegetable stir-fry
rice with non-meat sauce

Famous
Vegetarians
Hank Aaron
Louisa May Alcott
Rosana Arquette
Alex Baldwin
Brigitte Bardot
Clive Barker
Drew Barrymore
Kim Basinger
Candice Bergen
Leonard Cohen
Elvis Costello

vegetable sandwich with
cheese or avocado
SALAD BAR
most of the salads are
already vegetarian

Ted Danson
David Duchovny
Bob Dylan
Melissa Etheridge
Michael J Fox
Peter Gabriel
Jennie Garth

Eatin3Heatth

The Vtetarian tkla

Sara Gilbert
Dizzie Gillespie
Richard Gere

•

People commonly believe that vegetarians are
unhealthy, pale, and too thin. However, the
Vegetarian Society reports that vegetarians who
Nuts, seeds, beans, grains, dairy
Protein
follow a well-balanced vegetarian diet will receive
products
the same nutritional recommendations as nonFruits, cereals, grains
Carbohydrates
vegetarians who follow a well-balanced nonCarrots, tomatoes
Vitamin A
vegetarian diet. Vegetarian diets, in fact, are
Yeasts, whole cereals, nuts,
B Vitamins
often low in fat and high in fiber. This lowers
seeds, pulses, green vegetables
the chance of heart disease, cancer, obesity, and
Fresh fruits
Vitamin C
high blood pressure.
Vegetable oil, whole grains, eggs
Vitamin E
The chart to the right serves as a guide
Fresh vegetables, cereals
Vitamin K
telling where vegetarians can receive nutritional
requirements. The only essential nutrient not
available in a vegan diet is vitamin B12 which can be taken in a daily supplement.
The following vegetarian-friendly recipes can help start a new vegetarian with eating delicious foods. Recipes
from Vegetarian Recipe .Com at http://www.vegetarianrecipe.com .

Sources of Nutrients

Saked Spinach

Seven 1-ner Tortilla Re

Cuban Slack Beans (vegan)

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

pounds spinach
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
3 eggs, beaten
3/4 cup shredded Cheddar cheese
1/2 cup dry bread crumbs
2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley, optional
1/4 cup butter or margarine, melted
1 cup milk
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon ground black pepper

2 (15 ounce) cans pinto beans - rinsed and drained
1 cup picante sauce
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons chopped, fresh cilantro
1 (16 ounce) can black beans - rinsed and drained
1/2 cup chopped tomatoes
7 - 8 inch flour tortillas
2 cups low-fat shredded Cheddar or Monterey lack cheese
picante sauce
sour cream

Directions:

Directions:

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C). Grease
a 2 quart baking dish.
Clean spinach thoroughly. Remove all excess water.
Chop spinach. Arrange spinach and flour in layers, nestle
beaten eggs about midway between the layers.
Combine cheese and bread crumbs. Mix in optional
parsley, if desired. Sprinkle over top of spinach. Mix butter
or margarine, milk, salt and pepper. Pour over all
ingredients. Bake at 350 degrees F (175 degrees C) oven
for 50 minutes to one hour.

In a large bowl, mash pinto beans. Mix in 3/4 cup picante sauce
and garlic.
In a separate bowl, mix together 1/4 cup picante sauce, cilantro,
black beans, and tomato.
Place 1 tortilla in a pie plate or tart dish. Spread 3/4 cup pinto bean
mixture over tortilla to within 1/2 inch of edge. Top with 1/4 cup cheese,
and cover with another tortilla. Spread 2/3 cup black bean mixture
over, and top with 1/4 cup cheese. Repeat layers twice more. Cover
with remaining tortilla, and spread with remaining pinto bean mixture
and cheese. Cover with foil.
Bake at 400 degrees F (205 degrees C) for about 40 minutes. Cut
into wedges, and serve with additional picante sauce and sour cream.

1 pound black beans, washed
1 onion, chopped
1 red bell pepper, chopped
1 green bell pepper, chopped
2 bay leaves
1 to 2 teaspoons paprika
1 to 2 teaspoons ground cumin
1 tablespoon dried oregano
to 2 chile peppers, seeded and minced
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 cup balsamic vinegar
salt
ground black pepper

Daryl Hannah
Woody Harrelson
George Harrison
PJ Harvey
Billy Idol
Franz Kafka
Casey Kasem
Lenny Kravitz
Ricki Lake
KD Lang
Lisa Loeb
Ian McKellen
Sarah McLachlan
Moby

11/4

Directions:
In a large bowl, soak beans in water to cover overnight.
Rinse beans, and transfer to a large stock pot. Add onion,
bell peppers, bay leaves, paprika, cumin, oregano, and
chile peppers, along with water to cover. Bring to a boil,
reduce heat, and simmer for 11/2 hours.
Test beans for tenderness, and when tender add garlic
and balsamic vinegar. Salt and pepper to taste.

Sinead O'Connor
John Peel
River Phoenix
Brad Pitt
Natalie Portman
Alicia Silverstone
Seal
Jerry Seinfeld
Robert Smith
Terence Stamp
Liv Tyler
"Weird" Al Yankovic
Alice Walker
Information from the
Vegetarian Society.
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Women split two on homestand
Four departing seniors say goodbye to Fieldhouse
Men's rugby team fights to tie
against OSU in invitational
A dedicated group of 14 rugby players made the sevenhour trek to Ashford, Oregon—just a twenty-minute drive
from California—for a game against Southern Oregon
University. The UPS men started slowly, but rebounded
with a dominating second half to pull out a 10-10 tie in
what coach Martyn Kingston called "a very spirited
match" against the larger SOU squad.
Down 10-0 at the half, UPS got on the board with a
try (five points) by inside center Brookes Einstein and
an ensuing kick (two points, similar to the extra point in
American football) by Cassidy McTigue to make it 107. McTigue later converted on a penalty kick (three
points) to tie the score, and SOU missed a penalty kick
of their own, allowing the game to end in a tie.
Kingston credited Eric Mueller, one of the team's two
starting "props" (a defensive position generally played
by a team's two largest players) as "man of the match"
because he played an aggressive game and did excellent
work in the "scrums." A "scrum" occurs when there is a
dead ball and one team must throw the ball in from within
the playing field. The advantage is usually with the team
who throws the ball in, but the tough UPS squad, led by
Mueller, controlled several of SOU's scrums, which
helped UPS hold the home team scoreless throughout
the second half.
McTigue was pleased with the game's outcome. "In
the beginning of the game, we weren't that organized,"
he said. The team only had 14 players, one short of the
number needed to play, so they needed to borrow a player
from SOU. "We were missing one of our flankers," said
McTigue, "so that kind of weakened our back line," forcing a number of players to play unfamiliar positions.
The team came together in the second half, however.
"They had the ball for the majority of the first half, but
our forwards started to wear them down a little bit, and
our guys got more comfortable with their positions,"
McTigue explained. Both teams seemed to get tired and
make some mistakes in the second half, but UPS showed
the desire and ability to make the comeback.
McTigue is very pleased with the way the season looks
thus far. "I think it's great," he said. "We have fifteen
really dedicated people, which is kind of surprising, since
we're a club team. And Martyn Kingston is great—he
takes a lot of time out of his day to help us out."
The team plans to play Willamette University this
weekend, and the women's team hopes to find a game as
well, but the details of both games had yet to be finalized as of press time.

Harding's violent temper puts
her back in spotlight, prison
Former US Olympic figure skater Tonya Harding was
arrested on Tuesday, Feb. 22 for allegedly hitting her
live-in boyfriend in the nose with a hubcap and punching him, according to a police report.
Police were called to the couple's residence in Camas, Ore., a town of about 11,000 near Portland, on reports of a disturbance. Harding was arrested on charges
of misdemeanor fourth-degree assault.
The police report quotes Harding's boyfriend, Darren
Silver, as saying "she was hooking me like Mike Tyson"
when asked about the assault. The report also states that
the incident was alcohol-related.
Harding was released Tuesday night on condition that
she have no contact with Silver, but faced a court appointment in Camas on Thursday, Feb. 24.
Harding was a figure of national ridicule in 1994 when
her husband attacked her rival, Nancy Kerrigan, months
before the Winter Olympics in Lillehammer. The showdown between the two in the Olympic short program
was the third most-watched event in sports history.

would be as close as it would get, as Pacific finally won the
game by a score of 81-75.
NATHAN J. LTLJE
The Loggers shot well, hitting 45%. However, Pacific took
Staff Writer
28 free throw shots, hitting 20, while the Loggers attempted
only 10. Vanni was brilliant again with 22 points, shooting 10The women's basketball team played their final two home
15 from the floor. Dahlgren scored 14 points, and Erin Peterson
games of the season last weekend,
added 12 for the Loggers.
splitting the pair. On Friday, Feb.
This weekend, the Logger
18, the Loggers faced Willamette
women end the season with
University at the Fieldhouse. The
games against Linfield Colteam put up their best shooting
lege on Friday, Feb. 25 and
night of the season against a
George Fox University on
Northwest Conference opponent,
Saturday, Feb. 26. Linfield
hitting 46%, 25 of 54. The result
has a 10-4 record in the conwas a 62-51 Logger victory over
ference and is tied for third
the visiting Bearcats.
place. George Fox is tied
Tina Garrett led the team with
with PLU for first in the
13 points. Erin Dahlgren added 12
NWC with a 12-2 record.
Both Linfield and George
points, and Courtney Leybold had
five assists. Julie Vanni came up
Fox defeated Puget Sound in
Tacoma earlier this season.
with 11 points and a team-leadThe Loggers' record is 9ing six rebounds. Vanni, the
sophomore forward, leads the
14, 3-11 in the conference,
which ties them for last place
team in both respects with 256
with Lewis & Clark College.
points and 191 rebounds. She avFour departing seniors hope
erages 11.6 points and 8.7 reto keep the team out of the
bounds per game.
cellar in their final two
On Saturday, Feb. 19, the Loggames. Beth Davies, Jana
gers faced Pacific University. At Allison McCurdy con trols the ball in a game
Dorn, Karen Hansen, and
the half, UPS led by a narrow 38in early February. Th e Loggers end their
Erin Petereson will end their
34 margin, but the game was soon
season this week at Linfield and George Fox.
careers this week. A fifth setied at 42. Pacific then went on a
nior, Cori Takesue, is out
22-0 run to take control of the
with a knee injury. Hansen and Peterson have played over 100
game. The women battled back, however. With 2:10 to go,
Vanni and Jana Dorn sunk three-pointers to get within 4. That games during their four years at the University of Puget Sound.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Men end season with magical week
MEN'S BASKETBALL
ANDREW PETERSON

Staff Writer
The men of Puget Sound pulled off the
upset special twice in the final week of
the basketball season, with thrilling overtime victories over both Willamette University and Pacific Lutheran University.
The young Logger squad started their
final week of competition off on Feb. 15
with an overtime victory against the
crosstown Lutes,
82-78, playing at
1999-2000
home
in the MeFINAL STANDINGS
morial Fieldhouse.
OVERALL: 8-15
Senior Craig
NWC: 6-10,
5TH PLACE
Henneberry led the
Logger attack with
20 points against PLU, while Ryan Boyle
chipped in 19 and Jeff Carlson added 17
points for UPS. Boyle added 11 rebounds
to the effort, and Jeff Jones and Brason
Alexander also scored in double figures
in front of the raucous Fieldhouse crowd.
Fresh off their close victory over the
Lutes, the Loggers were looking to build
a big lead against the Willamette
Bearcats at home on Feb. 18, and it was
working early on. Puget Sound opened
up an early 20-4 lead over the visitors,
but succumbed to a 23-4 Willamette run
to close the half. A game of runs became
a see-saw battle in the second half, which
ended in a 48-48 tie. Boyle's 20 points
for the game helped the Loggers take
control in the overtime, and when the

smoke cleared, the Loggers had earned a second straight upset victory, 55-53. Henneberry
added 10 points and 13 boards for the victors
as they gave the home fans another one to talk
about.
Hoping to finish the season with a clean
sweep in the final week, the Loggers welcomed
the Boxers of Pacific University to the
Fieldhouse the next night. However, despite
46% shooting by the home squad, the Loggers
fell in their 1999-2000 finale, 64-56. Boyle
closed out a stellar season-long campaign with

16 points and 13 rebounds in the
loss, while Carlson added a baker's
dozen of his own.
On the season, Boyle led the Loggers in both scoring (13.5), on
50.6% shooting, and rebounding
(9.6). Henneberry is the lone senior
on this squad, but if his post-graduate plans work out, Puget Sound
should return all Of its players next
season. Although the Loggers were
predicted to finish last in the Northwest Conference in the preseason
coaches' poll, they completed the
season within a game of fifth place
in conference action under firstyear coach Joe Callero. Look for
the Loggers to come of age in the
2000-2001 season.

1999-2000 Logger
Statistical Leaders

Scoring
Ryan Boyle

13.5 ppg

Ryan Boy e

9.6 rpts,

Assists
Craig fieneherry 53*

Steals
Ryan Boyle
(‘'

Shooting
Ryan Boyle

UPS' JeffJones works for position in
action earlier this month. The team
won two ofits final three games.

30*
50,6%*

3 - Point Shooting
Steve Hess

48.7% *

*Through Friday, Feb. 18.
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Loggers win championships swimming away
720 points to Whitworth's 574. Linfield,
the host of the meet and the two-time
BILL PARKER
defending champion, could manage only
Sports Editor
507 points for a distant third, followed
by Willamette (370), Pacific Lutheran
The rest of the swimming teams in the
(350), Whitman (196), and Lewis &
Northwest Conference must be getting Clark (144).
The titles were both sparked by some
tired of the University of Puget Sound.
The UPS women's team came into the
outstanding individual performances.
NWC Championships on Feb. 17-19 in Carla Fellers, a sophomore from
McMinnville, Oregon having been Mililani, Hawaii, was named women's
swimmer of the meet, registering 57
champions in each of the three years
since they entered the league, and the points, narrowly beating out teammate
Amanda Didier.
men were coming off their first
Fellers helped set two meet
dual meet loss in the same
UP NEXT
records on the fmal day. Her
time. The Loggers asserted
NCAA III
their dominance once again at
time of 53.71 in the 100-yard
CHAMPIONSHIPS
this year's meet, with both the
freestyle broke an eight-yearMARCH 8-11
(WOMEN)
old record held by Pacific
men's and women's teams takMARCH 15-18
Lutheran's Karen Hansen, and
ing the championships in con(MEN)
vincing fashion.
she was also a part of the team
ATLANTA, GA.
The Logger women apthat broke the record in the
peared invincible in this meet,
400-yard freestyle relay. The
putting up an impressive 920 points on team's time of 3:34.97 shattered the old
the way to their fourth consecutive title.
mark of 3:38.66 set by Willamette in
They were distantly followed by
1997. Didier did some record-breaking
Whitworth College (596), Linfield Colof her own, finishing the 200-yard breastlege (523), Whitman College (279.5),
stroke in 2:25.88. The previous record
Pacific Lutheran University (259.5),
of 2:26.79 was set in 1997 by Anna
Willamette University (244), and Lewis Dembach of Linfield. A Logger women's
relay team set yet another record, with
& Clark College (144).
The men's race was slightly closer, but their time of 1:50.30 in the 200 medley
only slightly. The men easily surpassed relay eclipsing the old mark of 1:51.40
set by Willamette in 1995.
Whitworth, who had beaten them in a
dual meet just a week before, amassing
The men's team was led by Kyle SexSWIMMING

ton. The senior from Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho was named men's swimmer of the
meet after setting records in two individual races and winning a third. Sexton
won the 200-yard backstroke in 1:53.75,
then went on to set new meet records in
both the 100-meter butterfly and 100meter backstroke.
His time of 50.13 in the butterfly was
well ahead of the old mark of 51.96, set
by Linfield's Ryan Lawrence in 1996. He
then set the pace with a 52.13 time in the
backstroke, surpassing the record of
52.56 set just last year by Linfield's
Dustin Gauderman. Gauderman finished
close behind Sexton in this year's event
as well, with a time of 53.11.
Sexton's time in the 100 butterfly was
good enough for an "A" qualifying mark
from the NCAA, which means he is automatically qualified for the NCAA Division III National Meet. His win in the
100 backstroke earned him a "B" qualifying mark, meaning that he may or may

not qualify for the Nationals in that event,
depending on other times around the
country. Other Loggers earning "B"
marks were Matt Jones (100 freestyle),
Susanne Olsen (200 butterfly), Kristen
Booth (200 backstroke), and the
women's 200 medley relay team.
The women now have a week to wait
before learning which "B" qualifiers will
be invited to Nationals, but coach Chris
Myhre has high expectations. He expects
seven Logger women—Booth, Emily
Cares, Didier, Fellers, Mari Gantner,
01s6n, and Krista Prescott—to be selected by virtue of the high-end "B"
marks they have attained throughout the
season. The men have an even longer
time—about two weeks—to wait before
the other qualifiers are announced.
The women's NCAA Division III National Meet will be held on March 8-11,
and the men's Nationals are scheduled
for March 15-18. Both meets will be held
in Atlanta, Georgia.

LINE/
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Women's
Basketball
February 25
Linfield College
@ McMinnville,
Ore.
6:00 p.m.

February 26
George Fox
University
@ Newberg, Ore.

IVWC championship Records

6:00 p.m.

Ai number of strong individual performances highlighted the Loggers
NWC championships, including the following meet records;

Women's Relay Teams

Kyle Sexton

Swimming

400-ya rd freestyle (3:34,97)
*200- yard Medley:(1 i50.30)

100-yard butterfly (0:51.96)
• 100-yard backstroke (0:52.13)

March 8-11

Carla Fellczs

Amanda Didier

...

100-yard freestyle (0;53.71)

NCAA Ill
Women's

*:20.0 yard breaststroke:

Nationals
@ Atlanta, Ga.

Professional athletes not invincible

TBA
•

www.stevenklein.com

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:
524-4915
•

The Steven Klein Copan)

Professional athletes are often in the news, but lately, that
news seems to have shifted from the sports section to the
front page. The most notable
example comes from the NFL,
where two prominent young
players have jeopardized their
careers and lives as a result of
illegal activities.
Sure, there's always been
instances of players being
caught with illegal drugs or
driving under the influence,
but recently things have taken a drastic turn for the worse.
Those two football players I mentioned at the beginning of
this piece have both been charged with murder. Rae Carruth,
a gifted wide receiver for the Carolina Panthers, was charged
in early January with the murder of his pregnant girlfriend,
and Ray Lewis, Pro Bowl linebacker for the Baltimore
Ravens, in late January for the
beating and stabbing deaths of
two men outside an Atlanta
night club following a postSuper Bowl party.
While neither of these situations have yet been resolved,
I believe both players are at Ray Lewis
fault for initially putting themselves in these positions.
In Lewis' case, he was present when these deaths took
place, at 4:00 am., outside an Atlanta nightclub in an area
known for its excessive violence. He could have easily
avoided this mess if he had just chosen not to go to this particular spot at this particular time.
And Carruth, well, I can't say much about him. His girlfriend was pregnant, and supposedly, he wasn't too excited

March 15-18
NCAA III
Men's Nationals
@ Atlanta, Ga.
TBA

Skiing
February 22-26
NWCS Regionals
@ Winterpark,
Col.

March 8-11
SNWCS Nationals
@ Straton, Vt.
SEMEN

Staff Writer

about the prospects of marriage, or having another child to
support. Personally, I think he could have found a better way
to deal with the situation.
In professional sports today, young players are handed obscene amounts of money and expected to be able to take care
of themselves. These kids have all
this newfound wealth and fame,
and are unable to deal with it.
Coupled with the pressure to perform in their respective sports, often times the worst happens.
But it's not always young players who get themselves into trouble.
Recently, two established and well
respected athletes have met untimely ends due to their own poor judgment.
Bobby Phills, co-captain of the Charlotte Hornets, was tragically killed when his Porsche slammed into another car. At
the time, he and teammate David
Wesley were racing at a speed of
over 100 mph.
Derrick Thomas, a nine-time
Pro Bowl linebacker for the Kansas City Chiefs and extremely active member of his community,
died of a heart attack as a result
of a car accident. He was weaving in and out of traffic on an icy
Kansas city road when his SUV
flipped, killing his best friend
who was in the passenger seat, Derrick Thomas
and leaving himself paralyzed
from the waist down. Thomas died two weeks later in the hospital. Neither was wearing a seat belt.
It's unfortunate that these events happened, but maybe other
professional athletes will learn from them. Just because they
make millions of dollars a year to play a game doesn't mean
that they are invincible, or exempt from the same laws as the
rest of us.

spun AIT,-)

ZACH EHLERT

TBA

Track and Field
February 26
NWC Relays
@ George Fox
University,
Newberg, Ore.
11:00 am.

•
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Don't miss award-winning lecturer,
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with
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8:00 p.m. in
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Memorial
Chapel

TOMORROW WNW
Post-performance reception will offer free refreshments
plus a chance to meet Dr. Berry

think
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rjonth. its important to

Know Your

risrumbrers
Most Puget Sound students
(65%) have

4

or fewer

drinks* when they choose to drink.
* 1 DRINK = ONE 12 OZ. BEER,
4 TO 5 OZ. WINE, OR 1 OZ.HARD LIQUOR
Based on survey data collected

by Counseling, Health and

Wellness Services (1998) from 352 Puget Sound
students in a randomly selected mailing.
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Study habits analyzed: trials or triumphs?
ZACK S rOCKDALE

staff Writer

•

As you may
have noticed, it's
test time here at
UPS—or at least
it was. Your papers are in; your
mind is at peace.
It's all good. Until you start to get
all those tests
back. Then some of you may stop and stare
down at your grade in despair thinking, "What
did I do wrong? Where was my error?" These
are perfectly good questions and deserve a
good, introspective look.
What I've found to be best is taking an honest look at your studying. Once you realize
what group you're in, then you can begin to
look for a new way of going about studying.
In the interest of length I'm only going to discuss three of these interesting habits. All test
grades stem from how you study, positively
or negatively, so we'll start there.

The first type of studying habit is that of the "Worriers." These are those panic-stricken
the "Arrogant Student." This is the person who individuals who spend their whole night readthinks to him/herself, "I don't need to study, I
ing and re-reading everything in a mad rush
know all this from high school, how basic can to pump a month's worth of classes into their
it be?" These types of students put in maybe head in a couple hours. They have all the tests
an hour of total time for the test. A quick glance from the year before, they have a massive pile
through the test—if
of hastily written cue
they even open the
cards, and a two-liter
text at all, a look
of Surge or a portable
through their notes,
coffeepot next to
Take an honest look at your
and then they go and
them. Their eyes are
play the computer or studying. All test grades stem
bugging out a bit,
Ultimate Frisbee for
their skin is pasty and
the rest of the night. I from how you do it, positively
clammy, their eyes
personally find my- or negatively.
twitch and their
self in that category a
hands randomly
lot. It's actually a lot
spasm uncontrollaof fun—you'd be
bly. They basically
amazed how much
look like crap, and
free time you actually have when you don't
due to their lack of hygiene in their mad studystudy. You can go down to the SUB, hang out ing craze, they often smell like it too. I've
with all those classmates of yours who fit the done this as well, but that's not something I
other types I'll be discussing. You can laugh a really want to talk about right now. I was in a
at how silly they appear to be so insanely wor- bad place at that time in my life.
ried about a little test.
Speaking of places, I'm brought to the third
This brings me to another type of students, and final group that I feel like talking about.

The "Prepared Ones." Ah, we all know the
type—the ones who have done all the readings a week ahead, taken word-for-word notes
in perfect handwriting, the ones who have all
the handouts. Those over-achievers of the academic world, the "Ones.."
Yes, we all know them—and we all despise
them! I mean, they make everyone look bad,
they can kill a curve, and they actually smell
and look nice because somewhere they had a
chance to bathe and groom themselves. The
words of one of J.R.R. Tolkien's characters
comes to me now: "We hate them Bagganises."
What a great quote, and its fits so nicely if
you substitute "Bagganises" with "Prepared
Ones," of course.
Now, it's pretty obvious which one of these
three is the most efficient, which one is the
most stupid and which one is the most smelly
of these three possible study habits. It's. "Arrogant" all the way baby, yeah! Forget that silly
smelly "Worrier" or the stupid "Prepared
Ones" kick, and jump back and enjoy life.
Have some fun, hang out with your friends,
play some cribbage. Do whatever you can,
whatever it takes.

PARTY—POOL—PLAY!
Friday, February 25th
FREE Pizza 'N' Pool at the rzervezVOUS
5:00-7:30

4P

First 30 people get free tickets to "'ups You Like It on Friday night
Sponsored by RSA

THE TRAIL IS PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER.
PLEASE DO YOUR PART AND RECYCLE YOUR PAPER!

WELLS
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SUBMI C! SU Bffi td
•
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E-M AIL CCR @ UPS . EDU OR BRING A
HARDCOPY ( WITH A DISC IF POSSIBLE ) TO

WSC 007

•
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** ***************t
=DENY OF SIEVE CURRAN KARATE AND PROCTOR TAN 'ar
AEROBIC KICKBOXING

TANNING

2 for 1 Special on all
tanning packages
M-F 11:00 a.m.-8:30p.m.
Sat 11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.

8 classes only $45
Anything over 2 classes
a week is free
M-Th 6:00 p.m.
First Class is FREE

Aerobic Kickboxing • Martial Arts • Weights *
3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

*******************14(253) 759-4262

Sign up for the Student CombosMPackage*
at your local branch
and receive a free T-Shirt!
'Free T-shirt offer ends 3/31/00. Student must open a checking account and/or credit card to receive the T-shirt.
Limit one per customer while supplies last at participating branches only. Credit card issued by
Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and is subject to qualification. ATM & Check Card is subject to qualification.
2000 Wells Forgo Book, N.A. Member FDIC
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Rethinking of United States' policies for Iran
14

GEOFF ZEIGER

Political Columnist
This weekend's
elections in Iran have
proved to be a decisive point in the
country's history. For
the first time since the
1979 revolution
Iran's Islamic clerics
have lost control of the parliament. The liberal Islamic Iran Participation Party garnered
over 65% of the vote, taking more than 85%
in the capital, Teheran. Since 1997, reformers
led by President Mohammed Khatami have
been in a power struggle with Islamic clerics
who control the police and military forces, and
hold a veto power over Parliament's decisions.
The reformers are slowly bringing Western
ideas of free speech and the rule of law to Iran.
Hardliners resist, arguing that such ideas undermine the principle of political Islam under
which Iran has operated since 1979. Although
the Parliament has limited authority, the reformers' awesome margin of victory will make

OPINIONS
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it difficult for conservatives to resist change.
petus for President Khatami to successfully exGiven such a mandate, far-reaching reform is
tend his reform platform to include Iran's forbecoming possible.
eign policy.
The magnitude of this mandate is impresThere are those who believe that Iran should
sive: the hand-picked candidate for speaker end all its suspect activities before the United
of parliament,Hashemi Rafsanjani, received States contemplates an easing of sanctions, but
only 24% of the vote. Even his daughter, a such a hardline approach will not work. Iran,
reformer, received more support. One Tehe- too, has legitimate grievances against the US,
ran voter told the Associated
including our support
Press that dissatisfaction
of an immensely unIt is time for the United
with the regime was such
popular dictator, Shah
that the reformers "could States to rethink our policy.
Pahlavi, as well as our
have put up a list of goats and
support of Saddam
Washington should offer to Hussein's Iraq in the
won."
Given this political atmo- ease certain sanctions.
1980-1988 war that
sphere, it is time for the
cost over a million
United States to rethink our policy. Since lives and saw the use of chemical weapons
1979, there have been no diplomatic ties be- made with American assistance against Iranian
troops and cities.
tween Washington and Teheran, and trade has
Now, American policy severely restricts
been severely restricted (and is now banned
entirely). The motivation for these sanctions trade with Iran by European as well as Ameri 7
has been largely related to Iranian support of can firms, crippling Iran's economy. Until such
terrorism, as well as lingering hostility for the historical grievances are at least opened for
events of the revolution. However, although
discussion, we can expect no change on the
Iranian side.
Iran still supports terrorism against Israel, a
To date, Khatami's agenda has not included
cautious opening now could provide the im-

EALITYN ET
Head to Head Computer Gaming
High Speed Internet Access

BILL PARKER

Contributing Editor
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"TaKe a break from reality"

More consideration needed
for true democratic elections
the "right to vote" for those of us who take it seriously, misrepresents the actual views of the American people, and damages even further what is alAlmost everyone seems to
ready struggling to be worthy of the traditional and
agree that America has an
noble term, "democracy."
enormous apathy problem.
We've just gotten through another round of
Voter participation in national
ASUPS elections, in which the student body is conelections continues to slide as
sistently poorly represented. The reason is simple—
people become more and
people who don't take the time to learn about the
more convinced that their
candidates make the wise decision to abstain from
voices can never make any
voting Most students probably wouldn't come out
sort of difference.
to vote for an ASUPS candidate because he or she
Another presidential election is coming, and de- is the best-looking or has the most authoritativespite record-setting campaign spending, this -could sounding name. Why should a national election,
be one of the worst voter turnouts in history. Come
where the issues are so many times more imporOctober or so, various organizations such as "Rock tant, be any different?
the Vote" will begin their own campaigns, which
I hope everyone who reads this article has already
are principally aimed at getting the disillusioned,
been following the campaigns and plans to make
apathetic American to the polls.
an informed vote. But if you haven't been paying
Some of you, as college students or young adults
much attention so far and would like to know what's
in general, probably fall into their target category.
going on, there are a number of easy ways to fmd
You don't feel like you have time to waste on poli- out. Some websites, such as www.nytimes.com/litics, or you just don't think
brary/politics/camp/, and also
your single vote can make a
www.politicsl.com/p2000.htm,
difference—both understand- I am by no means
offer extensive and unbiased inable p9sitions. I feel that way
formation on the candidates and
sometimes myself, and there's advocating apathy, but
where they stand on the key isonly one thing I can say to
sues.
there's only one thing I can
you: if you really don't want
The New York Times site
to vote, just don't.
say to you: if you don't want above even gives some basic inNow, I am by no means
formation on state elections,
advocating apathy. I plan to to vote, just don't.
which would mean including
thoroughly study all the canthe race for governor of Washington, or the other elections godidates and make a vote that I
am confident supports my position as closely as pos- ing on in your home state or district.
Please take the time needed in order to intellisible, and I wish everybody could do the same. The
simple fact is that many people don't, and feel like gently and democratically look into these elections.
Think about where you stand and find the candithey have a duty to vote anyway.
But voting is a right, not a duty. I realize that ordates that best represent you. Your vote can make a
ganizations like "Rock the Vote" intend to educate difference, and politics will, at one point or another
people about the issues and then get them to vote—
in the next four years, affect your life in significant
ways. But if you don't have the time, or you just
but that's a tall order when all that most of those
people see is a few thirty-second spots on MTV.
can't get into the whole "politics thing", I underThe actual effect of such efforts is to drive people
stand and sympathize—but please, do the rest of us
to vote who really have no idea what they're voting a favor and stay out of the booths on November 7,
for or against, which can be disastrous. It cheapens
if you don't have a reason to go.

a serious attempt to change the foreign policy.
In fact, he has little constitutional authority to
do so. However, much of his power comes
from his popularity, and it is likely that he
could exert a moderating influence on Iran's
activities if he so chose.Khatami's support at
home depends on two things: his ability to deliver civil reforms like freedom of the press,
and the state of the Iranian economy, an issue
which he has used with some success to discredit the conservatives.
The US can at least help him with the
economy. Washington should offer to ease
certain sanctions, notably the crippling restrictions on oil investment and the "extra-territorial" sanctions placed on Russian and European firms doing business in Iran.
In return, Washington should require that
Iran take concrete steps toward ending its quest
for weapons of mass destruction and its opposition to the peace process. Such a policy
should strengthen Khatami's hold on power,
increase Israel's security by reducing terrorism, and potentially bring us another strong
and increasingly democratic ally in one of the
most strategically vital regions of the world.

HOURS:
MONDAY-THURSDAY 12 PM to 10 PM : FRIDAY-SATURDAY 12PM to 12 AM
CLOSED SUNDAYS
2503 6TH AVE
TACOMA WA, 98406
(253) 274-0938
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Bring in this ad and receive
$1.00 off our regular hourly rate.
Play your favorite games like Half-Life, Moron's Call, Quake 3, and many more

THE HONORS FILM SERIES
SPRING 2000
PRESENTS 6W

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
DIRECTORS: MIKE RADCUFFE & MI% SHIMONO

ALL FILMS ARE ON WEDNESDAYS
AT 7:00 PM IN WSC 003
FREE
FEBRUARY 2 MARCH 1
SECRET AGENT (1936) THE MAN WHO KNEW
Too MUCH (1956)
FEBRUARY 9
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OPINIONS

Follow golden rule with caution `PJcTrail

JESSY BOWMAN

Opinions Editor

It is so hard to roam
a city at night when the
darknesses often come
out all the more in the
people that live on its
streets. I know often it
only seems so dark because I make it so, because I am afraid of what
the shadows might bring. But, still, all the
same—it's there.
Once a friend told me that you should always
be nice to "bums." They can teach you things
no one else can, he said. Things that no one else
knows. I believe him, to a point. Often the
people who are hard-up or down on their luck
aren't scary or crazy or anything, really, but sad.
Tired of the ways things have turned out for
them. However, after an experience similar to
this, another friend told me an extension to the
previous proverb: you should always be nice to
bums, but only if they are nice to you.
I remember once a friend and I met two such
"bums" on the streets of Paris when we were
sixteen. We bought two bottles of water and
packages of crackers, and went to deliver them
with kindness and international sympathy. The
first man was so thankful he had tears in his
eyes, and waved us goodbye with rambling
words of French gratitude. We felt euphoric, like
we were doing the right thing, and rushed to
the other man immediately.
However, this man shouted angry spittle at
us as we set the goods down, defaming our supposed generosity. We thought, why would someone who needs help do such a thing to those
who try to assist them? We thought, what then
is the good in helping someone, if they will only
throw it in your face? But we didn't think, perhaps he doesn't want our help.
But because of this, later on the late-evening
streets of Seattle, when I was confronted by a
drunken, slightly slobbering .native American
man, I found myself hesitant to come to his im-

mediate aid. I found myself turning away instinctively, not wanting to get near, or answer.
And it scared me.
One of us tried to speak to him, but he stared
at us, glassy-eyed, looking at each of us slowly.
Again, I felt uncomfortable, wanted to do anything but just stand there for eternity avoiding
his gaze. I felt like I should be helping this person, or at least wanting to help him, yet I could
only shy away in subtle anxiety. I did not want
to help him Finally, noticing our forced smiles
and apparent dismay, he laughed and neared a
friend, saying he liked to see "yuppies"—us,
apparently—confused.
We nervously started to walk away, but he
caught one of us and pulled him into a conversation centering around thirty cents' change. We
stood shifting our weight, unclear, afraid of what
might happen, afraid of our own callousness.
When our friend looked at us, we instantly said
we hadn't any change, we were sorry. And we
all felt awful. The man looked at us as if our
souls would blacken before him, glancing at us
one last time in contempt, and making his way
the other direction. I cannot say how cloudy my
emotions then were because of it. I was ashamed
because I hadn't tried my best to "help" a fellow human, but I was also relieved—I felt the
base aggression coming from this man, and the
precarious position we had all been in with his
anger and instability.
My friend said he'd been complaining about
the "wasichu" or white folk, the source of his
problems, reason for his downfall—weapon of
his degradation. And all of us in our basically
European backgrounds, shrugged and walked
on. I felt guilt like a bee sting you forget until it
itches feverishly.
I though of my father, his Indian blood—the
history of native-American alcohol problems.
What would have happened if someone, anyone, in my own family had turned out differently? Would someone I know, a relative, be
wandering the streets today in shabby clothes,
living on the idle thirty cents that rich university brats like myself wouldn't even stoop to

contribute to his cause?
Why did I feel such a revulsion at the thought
of giving him my change? Did I feel like it would
make him "see" that begging wasn't the answer?
Was it my way of finding a solution instead of
delaying the problem? A noble effort or a petty
one? Or, does it go back to what my two friends
said in the beginning? You have a duty to be
kind to your neighbor, yes. And when I gave
things to the kind, dirty old man on the cobbled
streets years ago, I felt as if it were truly the
way the world should work.
However, last night, when the man looked at
us through eyes of disgust and spoke with unintelligibly broken teeth, I felt no kindred feeling.
I felt like getting out of there as fast as possible.
As if he could endanger me with his "aura" of
humiliation and dependence. Perhaps I was , so
afraid because I didn't want to get too close. I
didn't want to imagine being in his shoes.
But I always think, those are the people you
should talk to, the salt of the earth. Those people
are the ones with the real stories. Their lives,
their trials, where they are, how they are. I should
take advantage of the opportunity and talk to
them, know them, write them. But I was afraid,
and at times, I am still. I am not going to walk
up to a man sitting on the corner of the street
under a blanket and ask him to tell me "his story"
so I can write something or hear something interesting and be kind, no matter how poignant
and moving it may be. I don't know if I will
ever get to the stage where I would.
For now, I wrestle with myself, with the
struggle to be who we all are a people, and try
and relate to everyone else as ourselves in this
world. And at the same time, be as kind a person as I can. Someone I would want to admire.
Someone who would thank another if they gave
me water. And yet, at the same time, be safe.
So maybe, in essence, both my friends were
right. Perhaps not to the extreme of
"alwayses" and "nevers" but to an all-encompassing, human ideal. It is important to treat others kindly, how you would wish to be treated.
But it is also important to consider safety as well.
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Biology major appreciates diversity Girl bores
of life by killing it, cutting it up classmate

•

RACHEL CARSON
Very Quiet
Renee Stevens, a junior biology
major, "now truly appreciates
biodiversity, and life's fragile balancing act," since cutting open and
removing the organs of a South
American tree frog. The frog was
one of ten thousand harvested this
year for undergraduate biology students to kill and dismember in the
name of science.
"Yeah, we'd been talking a lot in
class about biodiversity and the
preservation of natural life, but the
subject just didn't really hit home
until I was cutting up one of
nature's wonderful creatures," said
Stevens, still wearing her bloodstained white lab coat.
Stevens believes that if the mem-

Decepticons

"Making fun of everything but The Trail"

Autobots

bers of the world community want to learn compassion towards their fellow creatures and learn
how to end the cycle of
environmental destruction, they must learn to
appreciate all life. This
includes the life that is
boxed up and shipped to
universities nationwide.
"You know, I can really
understand the complexity of the natural environment by taking small
samples of it and isolating it in a laboratory. If Dissecting this frog helped Renee Stevens understand
you think about it, it just life's fragile balancing act.
makes sense."
Stevens is looking forward to fu"The cold, unfeeling objectivity I develop when killture projects, including her psy- ing and dissecting living organisms gives me a greater
appreciation of precious biodiversity," added Stevens.
chology rat lab.
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SEAN CONNERY

One Sexy Bitch
Heather Anson continued boring classmate Jane Lane Tuesday
with her latest life crisis.
"And then, like, oh my god,
my roommate was in the shower
for, like, ever, and I hardly had
time to do my hair before class,"
Anson was heard saying.
Anson's previous tales of woe
included the time when she "totally didn't have a date for the
function," and when she had to
"get a tow truck for my SUV,"
after neglecting to put oil in it.
Despite numerous sarcastic
remarks indicating her disinterest, Lane has yet to impress
Anson with the triviality of her
daily problems.
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THE COMBAT ZONE'S CALUMNIOUS CONUNDRUMS

L066-ER JUMBLE_
How well do you know the average UPS student?
Identify the 4 most common traits of your peers...

Explore your prejudice with ...
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Identify the UPS student currently receiving financial aid.
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And of course the most important
characteristic of a UPS student ...

COMING NEXT WEEK ...
Answers, and more fun UPS games like "Steal
the Dove Bar" and "Find a Parking Place."

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL WORK and, as such, has been physically set apart from
the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
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